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Pictured left:

2023 Artist in Residence, Zoe Brand, THIS IS BIGGER THAN YOU, 2015.  
Photo by Andy Mullens for the artist.

this year's program

In 2023 Canberra Glassworks will build on the success of the 2022 UN International 
Year of Glass, by presenting five new, ambitious exhibitions and a series of exciting, 
related events.  This curated program is designed to promote a diverse group of artists 
working in glass and will support expert makers along with artist new to using glass 
within their practices. 

Alongside this Canberra Glassworks will present a series of artist talks, events, and 
a growing range of hands-on public programs. These public programs will explore 
themes, concepts and glass making techniques which underpin each exhibition. Our 
2023 program reflects our aspirations as a leading Australian cultural institution and 
the national centre for glassmaking.

Exhibitions by Robert Fielding (Western Arrernte, 
Yankunytjatjara peoples), Lisa Sammut and 
Zoe Brand have been aligned to the Canberra 
Glassworks’ Artist in Residence Program (AiR). 
As AiRs they are given access to equipment, 
materials, and skilled makers to produce new 
bodies of work. This highlights our commitment to 
expanding glass within the broader contemporary 
art world. 

The 2023 program will support 23 artists and 
two writers from across Australia. Continuing the 
tour of Canberra Glassworks exhibition Upending 
Expectations: Contemporary Glass to multiple venues in regional Australia, bringing glass 
to a wider audience.  We are active supporters of, and participants in, the pursuit of an 
ambition for Canberra to be recognised as Australia’s arts capital. 

Our 2023 
program reflects 
our aspirations 
as a leading 
Australian cultural 
institution and the 
national centre for 
glassmaking.

Program correct at time of print. Canberra Glassworks reserves the right to change  
this program should the need arise. Please check www.canberraglassworks.com   
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Pictured 

Louis Grant, someday when you leave me, 2022.  
Photo by Brenton McGeachie for the artist.

Pictured  
Tom Rowney, untitled, 2017. 

 Photo by Adam McGrath for Canberra Glassworks.

Net Worth showcases three emerging artists working in glass: Louis Grant (ACT), 
Jessica Murtagh (SA) and Madisyn Zabel (ACT). This exhibition provides a platform 
for these artists to explore concepts of identity, societal stereotypes, and technology 
overlayed with history and craftsmanship engrained in glass making. Each provides 
a unique commentary on today’s expectations of self-worth, perceived worth and 
financial worth, and how evolving values may guide our future.

Canberra Glassworks is committed to supporting emerging glass artists, encouraging 
them to create and display of ambitious pieces, concepts and making processes.

Net Worth
LoUis graNt | JessiCa mUrtagh | maDisyN ZaBeL | JiaNZheN WU

12 January to 26 February 2023

JAN - FEB 2023

14 January

Opening Event
January 

Gallery Floor Talk

Partnerships &  
Public Programs:

partNerships & pUBLiC programs:
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Pictured  
Tom Rowney, untitled, 2017. 

 Photo by Adam McGrath for Canberra Glassworks.

MAR - MAY 2023

11 March

Opening Event
3 - 13 March

Enlighten Festival
April

Gallery Floor Talk

 7 - 23 April

ACT School Holidays
11 - 30 April

Heritage Festival

Partnerships &  
Public Programs:

Coming in March 2023, an engaging selection of past and recent works by the extraordinary 
glass artist Tom Rowney. With a focus on Venetian traditions, Rowney conjures amazing 
shapes, textures, and patterns, transforming the everyday into objects of desire. Always pushing 
boundaries, Rowney is well known for his cones, cups, spheres and bud vases created with 
stunning colourings including aventurine green and ruby red. With an eye to bling and frippery, 
Rowney combines classic elements of glass blowing with enchantment and style. Daring 
form and structured contemporary shapes are embellished with meticulous fine linework and 
shimmering texture, pushing the functional into a fluid aesthetic.

CUrateD By CaroLiNe fieLD

aVeNtUriNe spirit
tom roWNey
9 March to 7 May 2023
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Pictured above 

Robert Fielding kultuni (spear right through), 2022.

Pictured right

Robert Fielding Objects of origin, 2018.

Courtesy of the artist and Mimili Maku Arts.

Robert Fielding is a contemporary artist of Pakistani, Afghan, Western Arrernte 
and Yankunytjatjara descent, who lives in Mimili Community in the remote Anangu 
Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara (APY) Lands. Fielding combines strong cultural 
roots with contemporary views on the tensions between community life and global 
concerns. He confidently moves across different mediums, whilst pushing aesthetic and 
conceptual boundaries in central desert art. Robert Fielding will undertake a Canberra 
Glassworks supported residency in early 2023 to realise works for this exhibition. 

roBert fieLDiNg
18 May to 16 July 2023

MAY - JUL 2023

14 JAN  2023 
Opening event

JAN  2023

Gallery Floor Talk
with exhibiting artists

3 - 5 FEB 2023

AusGlass 
Conference

20 May

Opening Event
29 May

Reconciliation Day
May

Gallery Floor Talk

2 - 7 July

NAIDOC Week
1 - 16 July

ACT School Holidays

Partnerships &  
Public Programs:
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Pictured 

Zoe Brand, Acryllic pendants, 2022. 
Photo by Marshall Brand for the artist.

Pictured 

Lisa Sammut, work in progress (detail), 2022. 

JULY - OCT 2023
Main Gallery

26 July

Opening Event
August

Gallery Floor Talk
12 - 20 August

National Science Week

Lisa Sammut’s practice encompasses sculpture, light, video and installation. Using 
a wide range of media, her sculptural works engage the audience with their kinetic 
charm, focusing on providing feelings of joy and optimism, belonging and timelessness. 
Sammut’s recent installations have provided a playful arrangement of light and various 
materials to reveal magical relationships between ordinary things. Reflecting on the 
universe, her work loops between the earthly and otherworldly, considering both the 
beauty in the minute and the vastness of everything. This exhibition will further explore 
and expend on these concepts. 

Lisa Sammut will undertake a Canberra Glassworks residency in early 2023 to realise 
these works. 

Lisa sammUt
26  July to 8 October 2023

Partnerships &  
Public Programs:
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Pictured 

Zoe Brand, Acryllic pendants, 2022. 
Photo by Marshall Brand for the artist.

JULY - OCT 2023
Foyer

Known for her evocative wearable works, Zoe Brand is a jeweller and artist who uses 
ready-made and text to explore the performative nature of jewellery. In her practice, 
she uses text displayed unashamedly on the body as a device for communication. She is 
concerned with finding language that can describe both the object and the person who 
might wear the piece, breaking down complex emotions into a single word – SAD, worn 
around the neck for everyone to see.

Brand sees the possibility in mundane, everyday throwaway statements. She collects, 
examines, removes them from conversation and builds the text into signs. She 
explains ‘I like to draw upon the ambiguity of language, of the numerous readings and 
associations that any one word may possess, as well as how the meaning changes when 
a work moves from wall to body and back again’. Working in glass for the first time, 
Brand will build upon her wearable works using glass as well as larger text-based works 
that interact with the architecture of the building. 

Zoe BraND
26 July to 8 October 2023

23 Sep - 8 Oct

ACT School Holidays
16 Sep - 15 October

Floraide
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Pictured 

Drew Spangenberg, Brazil Bottle II; Graceland Goblet; Graceland Teapot II;  
Tennessee Canister IV; Brazil Bottle III, 2022. Photo by Pippy Mount for the artist.

OCT - DEC 2023

21 October

Opening Event
November

Gallery Floor Talk
2 - 20 November

DESIGN Canberra Festival

16 December - 2024

ACT School Holidays

This co-curated group show draws on the visually extravagant design movement 
that was derived by the Memphis Group. Deeply rooted in 1980s Italian architecture, 
furniture, poster art and glass, Memphis delivered a bold, loud, and sometimes jarring 
aesthetic. In partnership with Megalo Print Studio, Canberra Glassworks will deliver an 
exhibition showcasing artists whose work is playful, geometric, and unashamedly bold.

CUrateD By aimee froDsham & stepheN payNe

memphis NoW
JUDi eLLiot | DreW spaNgeNBerg | apriL phiLLips  
Kate BaNaZi | ham DarroCK
19 October to 16 December 2023

Partnerships &  
Public Programs:
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Pictured 

Kirstie Rea, Complacent Complicity, 2020.  
Photo by Brenton McGeachie for Canberra Glassworks. 

ON TOUR

2023 Venues: March to April 2023

Outback Arts 
Coonamble, NSW

Gabriella Bisetto (SA), Cobi Cockburn (NSW), Nadege Desgenetez (NSW), Mel 
Douglas (ACT), Rose-Mary Faulkner (ACT), Nicholas Folland (SA), Kirstie Rea (ACT), 
Harriet Schwartzrock (ACT/NSW), Brendan Van Hek (NSW) and Annie Cattrel (UK).

As the title, Upending Expectations: Contemporary Glass, implies the focus of this 
exhibition is on artists whose experimental, innovative and at times cross-disciplinary 
practice utilising glass and its properties of light, transparency and reflection, through 
a diverse range of approaches. The selection of artists has come from this strong 
rationale and includes nine Australian artists and one international artist. Opened 
at CGW in April 2022, it toured to Melbourne in August 2022. The exhibition will 
continue to tour to regional NSW in 2023. 

Upending Expectations: Contemporary Glass is supported by the Australian Council 
for the Arts through the Contemporary Touring Initiative. 

CUrateD By fraNCes LiNDsay am

UpeNDiNg expeCtatioNs 
CoNtemporary gLass
On tour between 2022 - 2024
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11 Wentworth Ave 
Kingston ACT 2604 
Open Wed - Sun 
10am to 4pm

Contact us 
T 02 6260 7005 
E contactus@canberraglassworks.com 
W canberraglassworks.com

Copyright © 2022 Canberra Glassworks, all rights reserved.

Front cover 
Jessica Murtagh, Centerlink Amphora, 2021. 
Courtesy of the artist. 

Back cover 
Drew Spangenberg, Equipoise, 2022 . 
Courtesy of the artist. 


